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Issue #
248567

Category
Feature
Enhancement

Found In
Release
N/A

Module
General code
issues

257085

Product Bug

7.0.4

Administration

257182

Product Bug

7.0.5

Attachments

254404

Product Bug

7.0.4

Database

254560

Product Bug

6.6.6

History

Title
New migration tool to extract documents out of the
database and onto the file system

Email address validation when updating a user account

Document migration from database to file system
reported a large number of warnings in the log

Errors seen in log when upgrading a large database

Display of the history of document and image fields on
repeating rows was not correct

Release Note
This is a new, stand-alone program named
DocumentImageMigration. It will typically be run with the
support of doDocumentMigration.bat or
doDocumentMigration.sh. Database patches must be run
with patchrunner when DocumentImageMigration has
completed its work. the program disables the database
triggers when it is running, so as not to create history
entries for the updates it makes.
For most migrations only the -migrate option needs to be
performed. The size columns will already be set in the
database.
It was found that entering an email address into the user
accounts screen, when the address contained a mixture
of upper and lower case characters was not allowed.
This has been changed so that the check is caseinsensitive.
The log reported a large number of warnings when
extracting the document and image fields from a
database to the external file system. These warnings
have been suppressed as there is no underlying error
condition.
This happened on a large database where
MULTI_LOCALE was set to YES. A part of the upgrade
script that "cleaned" the multi-locale titles and removed
duplicates was not working correctly. This has been
fixed.
This was only an issue when
ABBREVIATED_HISTORY=YES and the permission
settings for PR_RESOLUTION.RELEASE was not set to
be able to read the field. This has been fixed.
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